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PISCES SOLAR FULL MOON RITUAL- 2018 
 

MEDITATION ◊ CONTEMPLATION ◊ DIAMOND SOUL PRACTICES 

 

In Service of the Christ for the Full Flowering of the Soul of Humanity and the Plan 

 

ʘ 

 

 
 

BRIDGE OF GLORY - Roerich 

“It is indeed and in truth from glory to glory that we go.” (EP-I, 314) 

DAY SIX - FIRST DAY OF REGISTRATION AND DISTRIBUTION  

Subtle expansions in consciousness during Full Moon times create changes in perception to 

'see', ‘sense’ or experience new qualities, strengths and powers of the unfolding Soul.  Subtle at 

first, the energies continue to distribute, and further gains are made as we give attention to the 

unfolding “new Mind of Christ".  Let us remember that the true Mind of Christ refers to the 

triune Self of higher Mind, higher Love and higher Will. 

RITUAL PREPARATION: Opening Alignment and Meditation 

◊ Remembering “the Breath is the Life pouring through all the centers”, we step into the 

peaceful Presence of the Soul … and the wider Soul field, sounding the sacred Word, OM.   

With intensified “spiritual aspiration”, we reach high into the Light of the Soul, breathing 

in atoms of higher vibration whilst silently sounding the Sacred WORD, OM … flowing 

through the subtle bodies … and environment, near, far and wide. 

◊ Remembering “the Breath is the Life pouring through all the centers”, we stand in the 

Glory and Beauty of the Cosmos as the energy of Pisces pours through “the Heart of the 

Sun” … and the Mother of the World. Let us move into That space … of the Great Breath 
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Breathing you – giving Itself … as Life … luminous Light … and Universal Love pouring 

through the Heart of God … and to us through the Chalice of our Crown.  OM 

 

◊ We attune now with the Solar Angel … and Angel of Pisces governing the 12th petal of the 

“Heart in the Head Lotus”.  Pause.  We consciously deepen our attunement with the Angels – 

invoking Them to stimulate and/or make the needed ‘energy adjustments’ to the Centers (of 

our subtle bodies) allowing for cooperative interplay.  OM 
 

† 

 
THE SOUL IS GROUP CONSCIOUS 

 

◊ In the field of Pisces, as conscious Souls, let 

us expand into the prepared loving field of the 

Soul Star Group. ◊ In one movement, we extend 

Soul Light — One to All and All to One … 

creating a living radiant field of Light and Love 

and unified vibration.  OM 

◊ Now as One, we come into resonance with the 

greater “GROUP of Groups” (the Ashram of 

the Christ) – that is the Spiritual Hierarchy in 

whose Center stands the felt Presence of the 

Christ.  We pause in the Presence of This holy 

Field … absorbing the emanating vibrations 

pouring forth from His Being. 

 

◊ Through these inclusive, unifying group alignments, with the inner eye of the Soul, energy 

lines and waves of light can be seen linking all Soul Groups across the Globe—vibrating in 

resonance with the Greater Group of which they are a part.  Think of the groups you know 

and link with them now.  

 

We pause now to come into resonance with (in thought – or visualization) the living Presence 

of the great synthetic energy Field described as “the great Potency of the Inner Groups” . OM 

 

Let us Be affirmed in the Master’s words of the “joy of participation in the Masters' plan” 

knowing “all is well that associates you closely with Them.”  (TWM, 368/9) 

◊ And “turning back, we save”.  From our inward focus, we turn now upon our axis to 

face the world, extending the blessings of the Saving Force to a needy world whilst 

sounding the Great Invocation, beginning and ending with the Sacred Word, OM. 

~ Sound the Great Invocation ~ 
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REGISTERING CONTACT – Second Day after the FM 

During this sixth day, conscious registration and distribution of Pisces FM energy continues. 

Our work is to apply what we perceive, making our applications “our achievements”. 

Remember we are building the Bridge of Light that shall become the Bridge of Glory to 

the higher planes of Being. From Glory to Glory we move. 

In this Light, we shall continue to ‘listen for impressions’ as new energies and intuitions 

“drop into” awareness and the etheric system – “flowering our Soul Consciousness.” 
 

 

CONTEMPLATION, REFLECTION and DIAMOND SOUL PRACTICE for Day SIX  
 

Day Six of the Full Moon Ritual process continues the distribution of the energies and 

impressions received moving from the individual to the group level of consciousness and 

service activity – remembering the Soul is group conscious. 

 

As the life energies of Pisces unleash, opening the gates to the ‘saving force’, we follow in the 

footsteps and example of the Christ employing ‘new modes of saving humanity’ with ‘Joy, 

achievement and strength taking the place of sorrow and the agony of the cross’. 

The Master DK illustrates for us ‘the Way of Joy’ in the following excerpt from TWM that is 

profoundly worthy of our study, emulation and application (separated below in phrases for 

ease with which to work):  

“To those who wrestle, strive, and hold on, the joy is doubled when the materialization 

comes [the joy of achievement].  The joy of contrast will be yours, for knowing the past of 

darkness you will revel in the light of fruition; 

the joy of tried and tested companionship will be yours, for years will have proved to 

you who are your chosen associates, and in community of suffering [moving through 

challenges together] will come the strengthened link; 

the joy of peace after victory will be yours, for to the tired warrior the fruits of 

achievement and rest are doubly sweet; 

the joy of participation in the Masters' plan will be yours, and all is well that associates 

you closely with Them; 

the joy of having helped to solace a needy world, of having brought light to darkened 

souls, of having healed in some measure the open sore of the world's distress, will be 

yours, and  
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in the consciousness of days well spent, and in the gratitude of salvaged souls, comes 

the deepest joy of all—the joy a Master knows when He is instrumental in lifting a 

brother up a little higher on the ladder. 

This is the joy that is set before you all—and not so very far ahead it lies.  So work, not 

for joy but towards it; not for reward, but from the inner need to help; not for gratitude, 

but from the urge that comes from having seen the vision and realization of the part you 

have to play in bringing that vision down to earth.” 

(Treatise on White Magic, 368/9) 

REFLECTIVE DIAMOND SOUL PRACTICE 

Which of these joys speak to you and touch you most directly?   

Which are most alive in you now – as a living part of your experience?  

Consider the groups of which you are a part.  Are any of these joys already present?  ◊ And, 

which of these Joys could be wisely accentuated to bring the group to a higher level of joyous 

achievement? 

Envision opening the gates of these joys to flow into the groups of which you are a part.  

Choose a phrase and apply it.  

Now, creatively imagine the world impact of groups working together in this “new mode of 

Saving”—for the sake of the Greater Good for All lifting the Joy of Humanity. 

Notice now – what is arising in you, in your being?  

ʘ 

 

IN CLOSING FOR TODAY: 

 

ALIGN WITH AND ENVISION THE SAVING FORCE “OVERCOMING SEPARATION 

AND ENDING THE DARKNESS OF MATTER” … flowing to and through all Soul Groups 

and participating Souls serving the Masters’ Plans – “having seen the vision” and “realizing 

the part to play in bringing that vision down to earth”. 

SOUND the OM as the SAVING FORCE REVERBERATES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD !  

(Know “the OM Sounded Forth “As the Soul” Is a Saving Force”) 

 

† 
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ACROSS THE BRIDGE IS YOUR COMPLETION 

“With nothing in our hands to which we cling, 

With lifted hearts and listening minds, 

We hear a single Voice which speaks of Truth.  

Salvation covers us with soft protection 

And Peace so deep 

That no illusion can disturb our mind 

Nor offer proof that it is real.   

In this moment, separation ends 

And we remember Who We Really Are.” 

(ACIM) 

 

∞ 

 

 
 

(playing the music of Lauridsen – LA Master Chorale whilst meditating to this extraordinary 
prose (and above meditations) brings to life another level of beauty, power and glory of the 
“Saving Force” … and invites the Saving Angels in great numbers in the field of “Love” ) 
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